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Abstract

Evaluation of generative foundation models (GenFMs)
for text-to-visual tasks has been enhanced by automatic
alignment metrics such as CLIPScore, complementing hu-
man feedback. However, existing evaluation methods suffer
from a severe long-tail effect, where the balance between
token count and semantic validity in the initial step, hinders
the accurate evaluation of advanced aspects such as compo-
sition. We analyze this drawback and attribute it to a lack of
symbolic reasoning attention, while GenFMs demonstrate
strong discriminative abilities in handling symbolism. To
this end, we propose a pioneering paradigm for evaluat-
ing GenFMs’ text-to-visual (T2V) generation using neuro-
symbolic thinking to mitigate the long-tail effect. By ex-
plicitly embedding Mixture-of-experts (MoE) Large Vision
Models (LVMs), we introduce symbolic-level understand-
ing while maintaining the strong neuro-level reasoning ca-
pability. Through the fusion of semantic and composi-
tional knowledge at the neuro-to-symbolic level, our ap-
proach outperforms state-of-the-art T2V evaluation meth-
ods, exhibiting stronger compositional reasoning ability on
Winoground and better alignment with human judgment.
We also demonstrate our impressive effectiveness on di-
verse tasks, including text-to-3D and text-to-video. To fur-
ther advance the T2V evaluation of GenFMs, we propose
a challenging benchmark that includes richer and more di-
verse compositional and semantic information compared to
Winoground. Overall, our work opens a new direction for
neuro-to-symbolic visio-linguistic evaluation of GenFMs
and aims to drive further progress in the field.

1. Introduction

The rapid advancement of large language models (LLMs)
has propelled generative foundation models (GenFMs) to
become one of the most exciting achievements in modern

Figure 1. Long-tail effects between semantic entropy and
embedding sizes. The discrepancy between essential and non-
essential elements hampers the extraction of instructive knowledge
from prompts. This imbalance shifts focus away from crucial com-
ponents, diminishing their significance and leading to evaluations
that overlook advanced compositional and semantic complexities.

artificial intelligence. Impressive text-to-visual generative
foundation models from both industry [3, 5, 7, 10] and the
open-source community [2, 8, 26, 52, 68] have showcased
the ability to generate highly creative visual content, rang-
ing from simple animations to lifelike scenes.

However, despite the emergence of GenFMs, the genera-
tive AI community still lacks a robust metric that effectively
assesses alignment between generated visual contents and
text prompts. Existing methods often rely on subjective hu-
man evaluations [11, 33, 43, 56], which are costly and dif-
ficult to replicate consistently. Recent studies shift towards
automatic metrics such as CLIPScore [19], which assesses
the cosine similarity on the latent space. Despite these ef-
forts, achieving precise vision-language evaluation remains
a significant challenge, as it requires evaluation methods to
possess advanced semantic and compositional reasoning ca-
pabilities [23]. Our findings suggest that these capabilities
are largely lost during the encoding process, as evidenced
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by the presence of a long-tail effect.
Long-tails Effects in Text-to-visual Evaluation. Ex-

isting comprehensive evaluation methodologies for text-to-
image generation [30] and language tasks [6] suffer from
severe long-tailed effects. This issue arises from an overem-
phasis on non-essential elements in prompts, resulting in an
imbalance between knowledge representation and embed-
ding dimensionality. Specifically, encoding entire prompts
without considering the irrelevance of many grammatical
components compresses key knowledge into a small por-
tion of the input while underutilizing the remainder of the
model’s capacity. Additionally, text-to-image model eval-
uations typically incorporate unnecessary positional encod-
ing, decreasing accuracy and causing computational ineffi-
ciency. As shown in Fig.1, our analysis of 1,000 prompts
from diverse benchmarks reveals a substantial imbalance,
with a significant portion of the semantic focus misallo-
cated to less essential words, resulting in the loss of critical
details such as compositional knowledge essential for accu-
rate evaluation. These findings highlight the need for better
evaluation methods that focus on semantic relevance and
compositional integrity to improve assessment accuracy.

Neuro-symbolic Paradigm. Neuroscience insights in-
dicate that human cognition is profoundly shaped by both
neuro and symbolic factors, notably through the compre-
hension of semantics and composition [48]. This integra-
tion is embodied within the neuro-symbolic paradigm. In
the domain of model evaluation, a recent triumph is the uti-
lization of visual question-answering models [21, 57] for
generative models evalution, signifying a substantial ad-
vancement. This success is attributable to the harmonious
interplay between neuro (semantics) and symbolic (com-
position) aspects. The paradigm assesses compositional
understanding through human-generated queries, while se-
mantic comprehension is evaluated using sophisticated vi-
sual language foundation models.

Mixture of Experts in Evaluation. Motivated by the
aforementioned problem and our insights into the neuro-
symbolic paradigm, we introduce a novel Mixture-of-
Experts (MoE) framework tailored for generative founda-
tion models to enhance evaluation by addressing the long-
tail effects and improving reasoning capabilities. This
framework weights essential input components, utilizes ex-
pertise large vision models (LVMs) for diverse evaluation
facets with neuro-symbolic thinking, and fosters a self-
improving cycle by bootstrapping generative models. As
the paradigm of our evaluation pipeline in Fig.2 shows, We
propose an effective prompt curation module to mitigate the
long-tail effects on prompt semantics. Subsequently, we
leverage our specialized models for in-depth semantic and
compositional analysis, integrating the findings across both
symbolic scalar and neuro-embedding spaces to enhance
knowledge acquisition. Ultimately, Our approach calculates

similarity scores, TlTScore, in latent space and offers the
option to include a GPT model for enhanced language un-
derstanding. TlTScore surpasses existing VQA-based and
divide-and-conquer-based evaluation methods as the state-
of-the-art in semantic and compositional reasoning on the
challenging benchmark Winoground [50]. Unlike divide-
and-conquer-based methods [57, 64] that naively naively
split prompts and lose compositionality, our solution es-
sentially solves long-tail issues and significantly enhances
reasoning capabilities through Mixture-of-experts. Further-
more, our evaluation pipeline includes models with fixed
parameters that are open-source, ensuring stable and con-
sistent evaluations in practice. In contrast, the current state-
of-the-art models depend on closed-source systems such as
GPT-4Vision [69] or GPT-4 [38], which suffer from fluctu-
ating performance due to API updates.

Comprehensive Evaluation Benchmark. Developing
a robust evaluation benchmark for generative models is cru-
cial for providing valuable feedback and driving improve-
ment. The primary challenge is that current benchmarks fo-
cus mainly on prompts with simple semantics and composi-
tion, with only a few methods [23, 50] considering complex
scenarios, while being limited by insufficient evaluation as-
pects and samples. To address this problem, we introduce
a comprehensive, fine-grained, and semantically rich eval-
uation benchmark covering 16 aspects and featuring 2,400
prompts to enable in-depth insights into generative model
evaluation. Unlike all existing benchmarks, our benchmark
targets both the encoder and decoder processes of genera-
tive models and includes an assessment of metrics to deter-
mine their effectiveness in providing accurate and valuable
evaluation.

Easy-to-use API to assist evaluation. To comprehen-
sively assess the faithfulness of generated visuals across all
prompts, we have developed the first API that enables eval-
uation with just a single line of code. This advancement
aligns with our core mission to push the boundaries of gen-
erative model evaluation beyond cherry-picked analysis.

In conclusion, our contributions are summarized below:
• We identify a severe long-tail effect in the evaluation of

generative models often overlooked by existing methods,
and propose a prompt curation module to solve this issue.

• We introduce TlTScore, an effective state-of-the-art
method employing mixture-of-experts models combined
with neuro-symbolic reasoning for visio-linguistic evalu-
ation across diverse tasks.

• TlTBench, a comprehensive benchmark for text-to-visual
evaluation and metric validation, includes over 2,400 di-
verse prompts enriched with semantics and compositional
knowledge and annotations across 16 aspects.

• An easy-to-use one-line-code API that can be effortlessly
embedded into existing pipelines for efficient evaluation
of generative vision-language foundation models.
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Figure 2. A Comprehensive Framework for Text-to-Visual Evaluation in GenFMs. We propose an effective paradigm for comprehen-
sively evaluating text-to-visual generation. Text prompts and generated visuals are fed into a diverse pool of expert large vision models
(LVMs) specializing in various evaluation aspects like segmentation, perception, recognition, etc. The outputs are then analyzed against a
semantically-rich evaluation library. Finally, the knowledge is integrated into an evaluation system with diverse aspects including compo-
sition, reasoning, semantics, and so on, creating a comprehensive framework for evaluating GenFMs’ text-to-visual capabilities.

2. Related Works
2.1. Text-to-visual Generative Models Evaluation

Initially, the evaluation of generative foundation models
heavily relied on human ratings through user cases, and
stood as the primary means of quantitative assessment
[11, 33, 43, 56]. The high cost of human evaluations led to
the adoption of automated metrics like the Fréchet Inception
Distance [20], Inception Score [47], and CLIPScore [19],
which gauge the feature similarity between text prompts
and generated visuals. Although these metrics are good at
assessing visual quality, they struggle to measure the intri-
cate text-visual alignment in visio-linguistic content, lead-
ing to mismatches with human preferences [23]. To ad-
dress these limitations, researchers have turned to multi-
modal large language models (MLLMs), such as LLaVA
[34], Llama-2 [51], and BLIP [32], for text-to-visual evalu-
ation. These approaches involve strategies like Visual Ques-
tion Answering [21], fine-tuning based on human feedback
[28, 59], and applying the Chain-of-Thought technique to
models like GPT-4V [29, 69]. Most methods encode text
prompts directly into latent space without prioritizing im-
portance, creating a significant gap between the number of
tokens and semantic entropy. Furthermore, using propri-
etary models like GPT-4Vision [1] hinders scalability and
consistent evaluation due to practical constraints. The criti-
cal absence of an accessible and effective evaluation method
impedes the progress of generative foundation models.

2.2. Benchmark for Comprehensive Evaluation

The Evaluation Benchmark Framework comprises two pri-
mary categories: alignment benchmarks, represented by

Winoground [50], EqBen [54], TIFA160 [21], and Pick-
a-pic [28], assess models’ ability to maintain consistency
and faithfulness between text and generated visuals dur-
ing the encoding process. In contrast, generation bench-
marks, including PartiPrompt [65], DrawBench [46], Edit-
Bench [53], and EvalCrafter [36], evaluate a model’s gener-
ative capabilities during the decoding process. However,
to the best of our knowledge, no current benchmark ad-
dresses both alignment and generation, which relate to se-
mantic and compositional knowledge, respectively. On the
other hand, a comprehensive evaluation benchmark requires
high-quality prompts from multiple angles and offers pre-
cise human assessments. Unfortunately, such benchmarks
are also still very scarce. Winoground [50] stands out as a
relatively semantically rich benchmark for evaluating mod-
els’ advanced compositional abilities. However, its scope
is narrow and it is limited in scale, containing only 400
prompts. Moreover, many evaluations rely on uncurated on-
line datasets [28], arbitrary user ratings [28], and unverified
GPT-generated prompts [29, 58], leading to erroneous and
unreliable results in the evaluation of generative models.

3. Datasets

3.1. Challenges of Multimodal GenFMs Evaluation

Multimodal GenFMs Evaluation is highly correlated with
benchmark quality and evaluation scope [6]. Currently, the
main challenges in evaluating the text-to-visual generation
of generative models can be categorized into two aspects:

Abundance of uninformative texts in Evaluation
Benchmarks. Current benchmarks assess text-to-visual
alignment using formats such as multiple-choice or
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question-answering [23, 37, 57, 66, 67]. However, a sig-
nificant portion of these benchmarks include text samples
that lack informativeness, allowing the correct answer to be
identified without consulting the visually rich semantic con-
tent [24, 25, 39, 61–63]. This results in both inaccurate and
misleading evaluations. Regrettably, more than half of the
existing benchmarks are affected by this problem.

Limited Evaluation Scope in Existing Techniques.
Most current evaluation methods for generated visual con-
tent focus on basic semantics [6, 37, 55, 66], lacking ro-
bustness in critical aspects like challenging composition due
to limited diverse samples coverage. When assessing out-
of-distribution content with varied styles or qualities, like
focus and shadow, existing methods miss crucial nuances,
underscoring the necessity for more comprehensive evalua-
tion techniques. To address the aforementioned limitations
of text-to-visual generative models’ evaluation, we propose
a new targeted benchmark TlTBench.

3.2. TlTBench: A Comprehensive Benchmark for
Semantically-rich Text-to-Visual Evaluation

TlTBench is designed to mitigate long-tail effects in text
semantics, characterized by its rich semantic and compre-
hensive coverage of evaluation aspects. It features prompt-
visual pairs across 16 essential evaluation aspects in Tab.1,
supported by human feedback annotations. This benchmark
facilitates comprehensive generative model evaluation and
metrics validation, emphasizing often overlooked composi-
tion, relation, and semantic fidelity.

TlTBench-A includes a set of 2,400 diverse, high-
quality prompts, specifically focusing on 16 nuanced evalu-
ation dimensions that encompass visual and compositional
reasoning abilities. An illustrative prompt, such as ”Two
real bears playing with a brown teddy bear in front of the
tree, rather than one behind it,” assesses the model’s com-
position, distinction, counting, and recognition ability.

TlTBench-B targets the evaluation of metrics by ad-
dressing the shortcomings, especially in compositional rea-
soning. It features over 1,000 question-choice pairs with
visuals and human ratings to measure the reasoning accu-
racy of evaluation metrics and their alignment with human
judgments. For instance, a question like ”How many bears
are playing with the brown teddy bear in front of the tree?”
with choices ranging from zero to three, tests the metrics’
capability to assess the quality of generated content.

Creation of High-quality prompts. Our prompt de-
velopment process is grounded in identifying key evalua-
tion dimensions, including composition (spatial, relations),
semantics(consistency, concept), etc., as shown in Tab.1.
Each prompt, manually crafted, covers two to five of these
aspects to ensure relevance and comprehensiveness.

Human Judgments. We generated visual content by
employing five prominent text-to-image models, includ-

Eval. Aspects Description

Alignment Match prompt styles.
Category Correct genre classification.

Color Accurate color representation.
Concept Understands abstract ideas.

Consistency Maintains thematic coherence.
Counting Precise object count.

Customization Adaptation to specific preferences.
Differentiation Distinguishes similar concepts.

Logic Follows logical structures.
Quality Exhibits high aesthetic value.

Relationship Depicts element interactions.
Semantic Interprets meaning accurately.

Size Represents true sizes.
Spatial Correct spatial arrangement.
Symbol Recognizes symbolic meanings.
Texture Captures surface qualities.

Table 1. Evaluation Dimensions in TlTBench. TlTBench repre-
sents a comprehensive benchmark, encompassing critical evalua-
tion aspects for a fine-grained generative multimodal evaluation.

ing Stable Diffusion [45], Midjourney [4], DALLE 3 [7],
and others. The human ratings, scaled from 1 to 5, were
compiled following an established annotation methodology
[42], yielding human preference scores.

4. Evaluating Generative Models with Genera-
tive Models

Our method integrates three primary components, including
prompt curation(4.1), a mixture of experts(4.2), and knowl-
edge gathering(4.3), within a neuro-symbolic framework to
facilitate diverse tasks for text-to-visual evaluation.

4.1. Prompt Curation

To mitigate severe long-tail effect in T2V evaluation, we
propose a hierarchical methodology for prompt curation.
This approach encompasses both high-level classification of
evaluation aspects and low-level decomposition, enhancing
the overall effectiveness of the evaluation process.

High-level Evaluation Aspect Delineation. We intro-
duce a delineation module, M , for the high-level cura-
tion of prompts. Given an input prompt, P , the classi-
fier M yields a set of related evaluation aspects, {Ai},
where i ∈ [1, 16], corresponding to the aspects listed
in Table 1. For a given prompt, such as ”a campervan
parked under the stars in the desert,” the module identi-
fies its evaluation aspects via multi-class classification as
{Acategory, Acounting, Arelationship, Aspatial, Asemantic}.

Low-level Conditional Semantic Decomposition.
Upon identifying the evaluation aspects, we perform a low-
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Figure 3. Overview of the Mixture-of-Experts (MoE) Framework for Enhanced Text-to-Visual Evaluation. We illustrate the MoE
framework tailored to refine text-to-visual evaluation for generative models, addressing long-tail effects by emphasizing semantic relevance
and compositional integrity. The framework integrates a prompt curation module, minimizing focus on non-essential elements, and employs
specialized large vision models (LVMs) for nuanced evaluation. The TlTScore leverages both symbolic and neural reasoning for enhanced
language understanding and compositional analysis, achieving effective evaluation across diverse text-to-visual tasks.

level decomposition to generate tokens for each identified
aspect, resulting in a dictionary representation, D, for the
prompt P . Each aspect Ai within D is associated with
a set of tokens that best represent its semantic meaning.
Subsequently, we integrate the original prompt embedding,
Ep, with the embeddings of the decomposed tokens,
ED, to maximize the conditional probability p(ED|EP ),
enhancing the final prompt curation output. The process
employs a pre-trained, Robustly Optimized BERT model
[35] for aspect identification and semantic breakdown,
utilizing the TlTBench-A dataset for refinement.

Unlike existing methodologies [21, 57] that split prompts
directly into entity pairs (neglecting underlying semantics
and comprehensive evaluation aspects) and subsequently
generate questions for a single general VQA model (in-
troducing noise back), our approach dissects these seman-
tics in the embedding space. It designates specific experts
for evaluating each aspect, yielding enhanced accuracy and
coverage with a richer semantic understanding.

4.2. Mixture-of-Expert Structure

Our primary objective is to deliver both precise and efficient
evaluations for diverse tasks. To this end, we meticulously
develop expert models tailored to rich evaluation aspects,
allowing for a thorough evaluation. We facilitate this by
dividing our sixteen criteria into two distinct paradigms: the
explicit symbolic level and the implicit neuro-level.

Explicit Compositional Reasoning. First, we adopt ex-
plicit symbolic approaches for evaluations involving com-
positional reasoning, representing outcomes as tokens. As
our evaluation pipeline Fig.3 shown, the selection of ro-

bust visual reasoning models is deliberate, targeting spe-
cific tasks such as segmentation (Segment Anything Model
[27]), detection (DINOv2 [41]), recognition (LART [44]),
depth estimation (Depth Anything Model [60]), as well as
their integrative application across diverse tasks. This strat-
egy enables us to comprehensively reach ten compositional
dimensions: Alignment, Category, Color, Counting, Differ-
entiation, Relationship, Size, Spatial, Symbol, and Texture.

Implicit Semantic Understanding. In semantic eval-
uation’s evolving landscape, we transition from symbolic
visual models to advanced multimodal models, anchored in
implicit neural processes effectively addressing nine evalu-
ation dimensions: Alignment, Concept, Consistency, Cus-
tomization, Logic, Quality, Semantic, Relationship, and
Texture. Notably, certain evaluation aspects may inter-
sect across both paradigms, facilitating a richer synthesis
of knowledge, and evaluations are quantified as scores, par-
alleled by encoded representations in the latent space. To
be more specific, we fine-tune an adapter after the ViT-
Large [14] vision encoder, which consists of two MLP lay-
ers [17], for each evaluation aspect. Using human evalua-
tions, the adapter is trained with text embeddings of curated
prompts obtained from conditional semantic decomposition
(Sec.4.1). Additionally, we directly adopt the official pre-
trained weights from MetaCLIP[22], leveraging its strong
performance on multimodal tasks, as the starting point for
our fine-tuning process.

4.3. Knowledge Gathering

Neuro-symbolic Ensembling. We integrate implicit
knowledge, represented by tokens from visual founda-
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tion models, with explicit knowledge, manifested as scalar
scores and latent embeddings from multimodal models.
Prior to integration, implicit knowledge is embedded
into structured templates, such as ”there are {counting}
{attribute} {category} in this scenario.”, which aligns the
knowledge with the respective evaluation aspects. These
symbolic embeddings are then encoded using the same text
encoder as 4.2. Subsequently, for each evaluation aspect,
the symbolic branch embeddings are fused with the neuro-
branch embeddings in the latent space, thereby enhancing
the compositional and semantic depth of the representation.

Calculation of TlTScore. TlTScore, our evaluation
metric, is computed by comparing the evaluation embed-
dings, ϕ, with the curated prompt embeddings, ψ, as elabo-
rated in Sec.4.1. The TlTScore is calculated by:

T = CosineSimilarity(ϕ, ψ)
U = s(i, t; θ)

TlTScore =

{
σ(T + U), if U is defined,
T , otherwise.

where θ represents the aspect of evaluation, i denotes the
image, t signifies the text in the evaluated pairs, σ is a merge
function, and s(i, t; θ) is a scalar score pertinent to each
aspect from the segment branch. TlTScores range from 0 to
1, with higher scores indicating superior performance.

4.4. Towards a Better Evaluation

Enhancing Evaluation with GPT-4. Our framework in-
cludes a more advanced version that incorporates GPT-4
[40] for language tasks, particularly in Prompts Curation.
Specifically, we utilize GPT-4 for the zero-shot decompo-
sition of prompts during the initial phase of our method-
ology (Sec.4.1). In detail, GPT-4 is tasked with dissecting
semantics pertinent to each evaluative dimension, thereby
providing inputs for Implicit Semantic Analysis. This ap-
proach leverages GPT-4’s strong language understanding to
improve the precision of our evaluation metric. It is perti-
nent to mention that our GPT integration is confined to tex-
tual analysis, given GPT’s occasional oversight of visual se-
mantics in multimodal evaluations (as illustrated in Sec.5).
This decision ensures that our evaluation process remains
straightforward and user-friendly.

The Scalability of Evaluation Pipeline. Our evalua-
tion techniques exhibit strong scalability due to the design
of the neuro-symbolic mechanism, which enables the seam-
less integration of additional generative foundation models
(GenFMs) into our pipeline. This scalability offers the po-
tential for developing a unified evaluation pipeline in this
domain. The incorporation of these models facilitates ro-
bust evaluation for diverse tasks, achieving a more impres-
sive interpretation of symbolism and enhancing the analyti-
cal capabilities of the pipeline.

5. Experiments
This section details the experimental methodology and
presents the results, demonstrating that TlTScore outper-
forms state-of-the-art evaluation metrics represented by
CLIPScore across a range of evaluation aspects.

Table 2. TlTScore achieves SOTA performance on challeng-
ing image-text matching benchmarks that require advanced
compositional reasoning. We thoroughly compare our proposed
TlTScore with popular recent approaches on the Winoground
dataset. We adhere to the original evaluation protocols and report
text, image, and group scores.

Methods Publications
Winoground

Text Image Group

Random Chance – 25.0 25.0 16.7

Human Evaluation – 89.5 88.5 85.5

CLIP-Score [19] EMNLP’21 26.3 11.0 7.5

BLIPv2-Score [32] ICML’23 41.3 20.3 16.8

PickScore [28] NeurIPS’23 22.5 11.0 6.0

ImageReward [59] NeurIPS’23 41.3 14.8 12.5

VisProg [16] CVPR’23 3.5 3.5 3.5

ViperGPT [49] ICCV’23 7.5 7.3 7.3

VPEval [13] NeurIPS’23 12.5 9.8 5.8

VQ2 [64] NeurIPS’23 13.3 26.8 9.8

TIFA [21] ICCV’23 17.5 11.5 10.3

Davidsonian [12] ICLR’24 20.8 16.5 15.3

VIEScore [29] Arxiv’2312 39.5 39.3 34.3

GPT4V-Eval [69] Arxiv’2311 43.8 48.5 35.3

TlTScore Ours 52.5 55.3 44.9
TlTScore-GPT Ours 54.5 56.0 46.8

5.1. Metric Validation on Visual Reasoning

Dataset and experimental settings. We evaluate the visio-
linguistic ability of our evaluation method on image-text
matching tasks, which is essential for high-quality text-to-
visual generation evaluation. To access their compositional
reasoning ability, we select Winoground[50], a challenging
benchmark that focuses on compositional information, in-
cluding attribute, spatial, counting, and differentiation eval-
uation aspects covering 400 image and caption pairs. We
calculate the text, image, and group scores, following the
original dataset’s setting.

TlTScore outperforms existing evaluation metrics.
We compare our model with baseline models originating
from five different paradigms, including the widely adopted
CLIPScore [19] and BLIPScore [32], as well as the most
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recent state-of-the-art model assisted by human feedback
[59] and GPT-4V [69]. As shown in Table 2, our TlTScore
showcases impressive multimodal reasoning and compo-
sitional knowledge-gathering abilities with a high image
score boost, surpassing these established baselines and
achieving state-of-the-art results on Winoground. With the
assistance of GPT, our TlTscore-GPT further improves mul-
timodal understanding, as evidenced by a higher text score.

TlTScore excels at evaluating compositional scenar-
ios. We analyze TlTScore on a fine-grained version of
Winoground, a dataset divided into subsets with rich com-
positional knowledge based on four crucial evaluation as-
pects: attribute, composition, relationship, and semantics.
We choose the most general evaluation method, CLIPScore,
as the baseline. As shown in Table 3, TlTScore consis-
tently outperforms CLIPScore across all aspects, achieving
results that are, on average, six times better. This demon-
strates TlTScore’s superior ability to handle compositional
text prompts effectively and understand complex linguistic
prompt structures.

Table 3. Fine-grained Analysis on Winoground. We report
group scores per skill category. Each sample can naturally incor-
porate multiple skills. Our metrics show superior reasoning ability
compared to the baseline CLIPScore [19].

Method
Subsets

Overall
Attribute Composition Relation Semantics

CLIPScore [19] 12.5 3.8 8.4 15.1 8.7

TlTScore (Ours) 64.0 68.9 56.9 59.6 63.2
TlTScore-GPT (Ours) 66.3 69.6 57.0 60.8 64.1

Effiency of the mixture-of-experts paradigm for text-
to-visual evaluation. We compare the evaluation time of
metrics for T2V generation. As shown in Table 4, our eval-
uation pipeline, which includes prompt curation, MoE eval-
uation, and knowledge gathering, takes only 0.447s on a
single text-image pair using our well-packaged APIs with
just one line of code and well-achieved parallelization. We
achieve this efficiency by mitigating the long-tail effect
through the removal of useless tokens in the input to founda-
tion models, resulting in a smaller embedding space for in-
ference. Parallelization ensures reliance only on the slowest
GemFMs within the mixture of experts. It is also worth not-
ing that our evaluation speed is more than 100 times faster
than GPT4V-Eval, which achieves similar performance.

5.2. Evaluation with TlTBench

Here we demonstrate how our benchmarks solve two main
challenges in generative model evaluation mentioned in
Sec.3 with TlTBench-A and TlTBench-B.

TlTBench contains more informative content. Many
existing evaluation benchmarks contain texts that are not

Table 4. TlTScore maintains superior efficiency with well-
Packaged APIs. This comparison highlights the evaluation time
required for a single (image, text) pair, utilizing our metric with
inference performed on a single NVIDIA A100 GPU.

Metric Models # Parameters Eval Time (s/pair)

CLIPScore [19] CLIP-ViT-L-14 416 M 0.218

PickScore [28] CLIP-ViT-H-14 986 M 0.233

BLIPv2Score [32] BLIP-2 2.7 B 0.259

ImageReward [59] BLIP-2 2.7 B 0.336

GPT4V-Eval [69] MoE (GPT-4V) 1.76 T 20.403

TlTScore (Ours) MoE (Visual GenFMs) 2313 M 0.447

particularly meaningful [67]. We set aside the visual con-
tent and provide only the text (question and choices) to
GPT-4, reporting its accuracy (percent of meaningless sam-
ples) in Table 5. These popular datasets contain much text
that can be easily solved, rendering the evaluation meaning-
less, while the carefully designed TlTBench-A serves as a
more informative benchmark for generative models.

Table 5. Information entropy analysis among existing bench-
marks. Multimodal benchmarks such as ARO [67] contain un-
informative samples that GPT4 can easily solve without visual in-
formation, while the balanced importance of textual and visual ele-
ments in TlTBench-A yields results comparable to random chance.

Benchmark GPT-4Vision Random Chance

ARO [67] 72% 20% (1 of 5)

SEED-Bench [31] 43% 25% (1 of 4)

Mme [15] 56% 50% (1 of 2)

TlTBench-A (Ours) 27% 25% (1 of 4)

TlTBench introduces complex scenarios for com-
positional evaluation. Table 6 presents an analysis of
TlTScore’s performance across prevailing generative mod-
els using prompts from TlTBench-A and validates the met-
ric’s compositional ability through TlTBench-B. The re-
sults demonstrate the challenge posed by our benchmark
to existing generative foundation models and showcase
TlTScore’s superior compositional discriminative power as
a more reliable evaluation tool compared to the state-of-the-
art method, GPT4V-Eval. Moreover, Fig.4 illustrates an ex-
ample where TlTScore excels in handling complex visual
compositional scenarios, while GPT4V-Eval exhibits inac-
curacies in its evaluations.

5.3. Alignment with Human Preference

An effective evaluation of generative foundation models
necessitates assessing their alignment with human prefer-
ences. Utilizing the newly introduced TlTBench-B dataset,
we employed Pearson and Kendall correlation [9] analy-
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Figure 4. TlTScore serves as a better evaluation metric for
complex compositional scenarios compared to GPT-4Vision.
The symbolism-to-neural thinking paradigm significantly en-
hances visual reasoning capabilities, showcasing its potential for
evaluating generative foundation models precisely.

Table 6. Generative Models Evaluation and Metrics Valida-
tion on TlTBench. TlTScores generally favor DALLE3 [7] over
other models due to its superior generated composition, although it
still exhibits limitations when given challenging prompts. On the
other hand, TlTScore serves as a more reliable metric compared to
others, demonstrating the highest accuracy during validation and
showcasing strong compositional reasoning ability.

Methods TlTScore

SD [45] 0.46

SD-XL [45] 0.52

SD-XL Turbo [45] 0.54

Midjourney [4] 0.63

DALLE3 [7] 0.69

Metrics Accuracy

CLIPScore [19] 0.38

BLIPv2Score [32] 0.43

PickScore [28] 0.63

GPT4-Eval [69] 0.71

TlTScore (Ours) 0.83

(a) Models Evaluation on TlTBench-A. (b) Metrics Validation on TlTBench-B.

ses to quantify the agreement between human ratings and
scores generated by TlTScore. As demonstrated in Table 7,
TlTScore emerges as a highly potent metric for assessing
generative models, exhibiting stronger congruence with hu-
man judgments compared to previously established metrics.

5.4. Evaluation on Diverse Generative Tasks

To demonstrate the versatility of our text-to-visual evalu-
ation methodology, we conduct experiments not only on
text-to-image generation but also on text-to-3D and text-
to-video tasks. For text-to-3D evaluation, we capture 2D
views of 3D assets from various camera angles on challeng-
ing benchmark T3Bench [18], while for text-to-video as-
sessment, we select video frames at different time points
on FETV [37]. As shown in Table 8, TlTScore outper-
forms T2VScore and GPT4-Eval, which utilizes the spe-
cialized GPT4-Vision model. Furthermore, our score sur-
passes well-established text-to-video benchmarks, such as

Table 7. Evaluating TlTScore on TlTBench-B. This table
presents Pearson and Kendall correlation scores, where higher
values indicate better performance. TlTScore establishes a new
SOTA by achieving greater alignment with human judgments, sig-
nificantly surpassing existing metrics such as CLIPScore.

Method Pearson Kendall

CLIPScore [19] 16.1 10.8

BLIPv2Score [32] 20.5 17.2

PickScore [28] 14.5 10.0

ImageReward [59] 31.2 29.2

GPT4-Eval [69] 38.2 33.5

TlTScore (Ours) 45.7 41.0

CLIPScore and PickScore, demonstrating the effectiveness
of our approach across diverse generative tasks.

Table 8. Evaluation of Text-to-Visual Generation Metrics on
Diverse Tasks. The results underscore TlTScore’s outstanding
performance in text-to-3D and text-to-video tasks on the T3Bench
and FETV datasets, surpassing both T2VScore and GPT4-Eval.
Moreover, TlTScore outperforms well-established benchmarks
such as CLIPScore and PickScore, showcasing its versatility and
effectiveness across various generative modalities.

Method Pearson Kendall

CLIPScore [19] 46.4 32.0

BLIPv2Score [32] 21.2 13.3

PickScore [28] 39.4 29.2

ImageReward [59] 45.4 33.9

GPT4-Eval [69] 52.1 42.2

TlTScore (Ours) 56.3 45.8

TlTScore-GPT (Ours) 56.7 46.0

Method Pearson Kendall

CLIPScore [19] 33.9 24.3

BLIPv2Score [32] 26.3 17.5

PickScore [28] 32.1 24.7

ImageReward [59] 37.2 27.9

GPT4-Eval [69] 43.4 33.7

T2VScore [57] 46.4 37.3

TlTScore (Ours) 47.5 36.9

TlTScore-GPT (Ours) 49.8 37.7

(a) Text-to-3D Evaluation on T3Bench. (b) Text-to-video Evaluation on FETV.

6. Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we propose TITScore, a novel paradigm for
evaluating generative foundation models in text-to-visual
tasks. Our approach solved the severe long-tail effects in ex-
isting evaluation methodologies and innovatively combined
neuro-symbolic thinking with mixture-of-experts LVMs.
We demonstrate the effectiveness of our method by achiev-
ing state-of-the-art performance across various challenging
scenarios and diverse tasks. Furthermore, we present TIT-
Bench, a comprehensive benchmark designed to be seman-
tically rich and compositionally diverse. Our user-friendly
API simplifies the evaluation process and enables possible
refinement through our reward. In the future, we aim to fur-
ther optimize our MoE architecture to find a unified solution
for the evaluation of generative models.
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